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She Hates My Futon and Literary Reinvention through Technology

Gutensburg’s bible is not highly valued because it is particularly great, inventive, or 

ground−breaking book. It is written in a font designed to mirror the Gothic scripts in use by 

scribes during the period; its paper, letterforms, design, content, and audience parallels 

contemporary manuscripts.  Gutenburg’s bible is important in that is acts as a symbol and 

example of one the greatest, most inventive, and most ground−breaking technological advances in 

the history of printing. Gutenburg described his invention as, "an automated scriptorium," but it 

was only when others used movable type to produce literature that was fundementally different 

from that of scriptorii that the power of Gutrenburgs’ invention was fully realized.

Half a century later, the advent of the World Wide Web transformed the Internet from a 

electronic sandbox for scientists and engineers into a household communication medium for most 

of the Western world.  The web was built upon "hypertext" technology  establishing the medium 

as a primarily, if not always recognizably, literary form. Like movable type’s infancy, the web’s 

early years offered little more than electronic regurgitations of−−or crude improvements on−−old 

forms and genres: singing, dancing, "multi−media" picture books. Over time, sites have sprung up 

exploring new possibilities afforded by the Internet as a literary medium and have, to some 

extent, begun to transform literature into radically new directions.

One of these new forms includes web−based serials exemplified by Craig Mitchell’s 
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popular work of Internet fiction, She Hates My Futon. The work takes a form modeled after 

pervious works of serial fiction−−a tradition most famous for producing nineteenth−century works 

like Charles Dickens’ Pickwick Papers but continuing into the twenty−first century in magazines, 

newspapers, and journals.  

The most obvious differences exhibited by web−based serials are material. She Hates My 

Futon is available only on the Internet. Unlike nineteenth−century serials often sold, read, and 

discarded on trains, Mitchell’s story is read in dark rooms on glowing phosphorus and unrolled 

on long scrolls across CRTs in fluorescent lit cubicles.  Free from the constraints and costs of 

print, Mitchell uses sans−serif fonts, colors, images, and unusual HTML elements like select 

boxes to create and and the convey the setting, mood, and mental processes of the story’s 

characters (See Figures 1 and 2).  These superficial differences allow Mitchell to convey different 

attitudes and to create a narrative style that is unique to his electronic medium.

While Mitchell’s fluency in web technology enhances the effectiveness of his 

communication with his Internet−savvy audience, the nature of Internet publishing help make the 

communication possible in the first place. The Internet is often championed as a place where 

"everyone is a publisher." Without funding, without advertising, without an literary agent, and 

without a book deal, Mitchell is able to throw his work onto a website. Instantaneously, it is 

available, at no cost, for download and distribution to every continent on Earth.  The web allows 

Mitchell to share She Hates My Futon with an audience and in a way that would not be possible 

through the economics of print.

This type of economy is further divorced from the world of publishing as technology  

transforms the role and interactions between the author, audience, and critic. Mitchell checks the 
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logs for his webserver and knows, with incredible accuracy, how many people have viewed each  

chapter−−and how many times. Additionally, Mitchell communicates with his readers through 

messages on this cellphone and through email. He takes advice, feedback, corrections and 

suggestions and lets the community shape the direction of the story in a direct manner. In this 

way, and those mentioned in the paragraphs above, She Hates My Futon not only communicates 

in a manner different from those afforded by print but also communicates a different message. 

The future and growth of literature lies in our ability to use new tools to reinvent texts and it is 

also this process that acts a connection to our literary past.
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Figures

Figure 1 − An example of the text and a unique use of hypertext in a select box.

Figure 2 − The message the end of the last chapter and an example of the navigation at the 

bottom of the screen.
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